This paper presents an improved harmony search metaheuristic for the multi-mode resource-constrained project scheduling problem (MRCPSP). The hybrid metaheuristic presented is an improved version of the forbidden set oriented "Sounds of Silence" harmony search metaheuristic. In the original approach a simple but efficient "rule of thumb" was applied to eliminate the hidden resource conflicts. The result of the applied rule will be a resource-feasible solution set, in which every movable activity can be shifted without affecting the resource feasibility. It is well-known, that the crucial point of the conflict repairing model is the forbidden set computation. In the improved algorithm to decrease the time requirement of the forbidden set computation and speed up the problem solving process, a fast and efficient pre-processing step was inserted before the forbidden set computation which frequently reduces the solution time dramatically.
forbidden set oriented "Sounds of Silence" (SoS) harmony search metaheuristic developed by Csébfalvi et al. [2] [3] and Szendrői [10] . In the presented improved algorithm the resource conflict repairing harmony search metaheuristic is combined with a resource leveling-assigning procedure based on a MILP formulation developed by Csébfalvi and Konstantinidis [4] . To generate the optimal solutions and solve the local MILP problem a state-of-the-art callable MILP solver (CPLEX 12.1) was used. In order to illustrate the essence and viability of the proposed approach, we present computational results for the J30MM subset from PSPLIB benchmark set was developed by Kolisch and Sprecher [7] .
The Model
The problem considered in this paper involves the scheduling of N activities. Each activity i ,
,..., ,2 1 ∈ may be executed in one out of M modes. Activity
) is defined to be the unique dummy source (sink). The activities are interrelated by precedence and resource constraints. Precedence constraints force an activity not to be started before all its predecessors are finished. Let 
Constraint set (4) ensures that each activity i is performed in one mode and is started within its mode dependent time window. Constraints (5-6) represent the precedence relations. The per-period availability of the renewable resource types is maintained by constraints (7) (8) . Constraints (9) limit the total resource consumption of non-renewable resources to the available amount. The definition of all decision variables is considered in constraints (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Finally, (2) is the objective function considered in this work, to minimize the project completion time.
The improved algorithm
Harmony search (HS) algorithm was recently developed by Lee and Geem [9] in an analogy with music improvisation process where music players improvise to obtain better harmony. The essence of HS algorithm is shown on Figure 1 . In the Harmony Search algorithm, the optimization problem is specified as follows:
Melody
Aesthetic Value Figure 1 . The essence of harmony search
In the language of music, X is a melody, which aesthetic value is represented by ( ) X f . Namely, the higher the value ( ) X f , the higher the quality of the melody is. In the band, the number of musicians is N , and musician i ,
The improvisation process is driven by two parameters: (1) According to the repertoire consideration rate ( RCR ), each musician is choosing a sound from his/here repertoire with probability RCR , or a totally random value with probability ( RCR − 1 ); (2) According to the sound adjusting rate ( SAR ), the sound, selected from his/here repertoire, will be modified with probability SAR .
The algorithm starts with a totally random "repertoire upload" phase, after that, the band begins to improvise. During the improvisations, when a new melody is better than the worst in the repertoire, the worst will be replaced by the better one. Naturally, the two most important parameters of HS algorithm are the repertoire size and the number of improvisations. The HS algorithm is an "explicit" one, because it operates directly on the sounds. In the case of RCPSP, we can only define an "implicit" algorithm, and without introducing a "conductor" we can not manage the problem efficiently. First, we show how the original problem can be transformed into the world of music. Here, the resource profiles form a "polyphonic melody". So, assuming that in every phrase only the "high sounds" are audible, the transformed problem will be the following: find the shortest SoS melody by improvisation! Naturally, the "high sound" in music is analogous to the overload in scheduling.
In the case of MRCPSP each
musician is characterized by a set of disjunctive polyphonic sounds, and a nonrenewable resource can be interpreted as the "energy" requirement of the performance from a given energy type. A nonrenewable resource can be interpreted as the "physical energy" needed to sound a sound, or it may be the "spiritual energy" needed to control the "quality" of the performance. It is also a natural assumption, that the "total energy" of the band is limited from each type, and that the total energy will be consumed by the performance.
In each step, each musician has the right to present (modify) a probabilistic idea
about the "best" sound i M , and an idea i IP ,
[ ]
X , where a large positive (negative) value means that the musician want to enter into the melody as early (late) as possible. The essence of the conception is shown in Figure 2 
In original version in the repertoire uploading phase i IS was generated randomly from a truncated normal distribution: In the presented improved version the pre-optimized starting repertoire is generated from the relaxed solution by random perturbation:
is the relaxed mode value from the relaxed solution. In the improved version σ is a "golden number" of the algorithm because the diversity of the starting repertoire is highly affected by this number. According to our preliminary results, a good setting may be the following:
In the improvisation phase the old i IS ( i IP ) will be the mean of the distribution, from which the perturbated new i IS ( i IP ) will be generated, where standard deviationσ is a decreasing function of the progress (see Figure 4 -5). In the original HS algorithm, the "freedom" of the musicians is maximal, and the definition of the "improvisation" is far from the real one. In HS, an "improvisation" is a set of randomly modified randomly selected sounds. In our approach, the "improvisation" means a random perturbation of a "more or less harmonious" melody therefore the "improvisation" is really close to the real one. The essence of the algorithm is very simple: The algorithm starts with the repertoire uploading phase. After that, in each improvisation step, the conductor select a melody (the shorter the melody, the higher the chance that it will be selected by the conductor), the musicians modify their own ideas, after the conductor collects the modified ideas, and solve a MILP and a LP problem to balance the effect of the more or less opposite ideas about the better harmony:
The MILP can be formulated as following:
The result of the MILP is an energy-feasible sound combination
= which maximizes the satisfaction of the musicians. Theoretically, this MILP is a so-called multiple-choice multi-dimension knapsack problem (MMKP) with several fast and effective problem solving possibilities. The LP problem, which maximizes the satisfaction of the musicians with the sound positions, is the following:
The result of the optimization is a schedule (melody) which is used by the conductor to define the final starting (entering) order of the sounds (musicians). The conductor generate a soundless energy-feasible melody by taking the selected sounds one by one in the given order and scheduling them at the earliest (latest) feasible start time.
After that, using the well-known forward-backward improvement (FBI) methods (Tormos and Lova [11] ) and the "head-tail" local search heuristic, the conductor tries to improve the quality of the generated melody. Naturally, the conductor memorizes the shortest feasible melody found so far.
In the presented improved algorithm the harmony search is combined with a resource leveling-assigning procedure based on a MILP formulation developed by Csébfalvi and Konstantinidis [4] and a new conflict repairing method. To minimize the computation cost, the conductor calls the procedure only when the currently best solution is changing. The algorithm exploits the fact, that the resource leveling and the dedicated resource assigning can be managed separately, because the given resource leveling measure is invariant to the permutation of the resource units and the dedicated resource assignment can not change the value of the resource leveling measure. The applied resource leveling procedure, preferring the continuous work, minimizes the number of starting-restarting events of dedicated resource units on the set of resource-feasible activity movements fixing the makespan, the modes, and the scheduling order. To define the resource-feasible movements, we have to resolve the hidden resource conflicts, or in other words, we have to identify the forbidden sets of the given schedule. The forbidden set can be defined as a set of activities that could be scheduled concurrently, and if activities of the set scheduled in parallel, they would violate the resource constraints. The forbidden set is minimal if it not contains any other forbidden set as a proper subset. To resolve the resource conflicts caused by minimal forbidden sets, it needs to introduce explicit resource conflict repairing relationships.
It is important to note that the introduction of an explicit conflict repairing relation might resolve (correct) more than one forbidden set implicitly.
In the traditional time-oriented model, according to the explicit resource conflict handling an activity shifting might destroy the schedule. In contrast with the timeoriented model in the presented model the resource feasibility is not affected by the feasible activity moves because of the implicit resource conflict handling. In the original SoS algorithm, the conductor using a simple (but fast and effective) "thumb rule" to decrease the time requirement of the forbidden set computation:
• In the forward-backward list scheduling process the conductor (without explicit forbidden set computation) inserts a precedence relation j i → between an already scheduled activity i and the currently scheduled activity j whenever they are connected without lag. The result will be schedule without "visible" conflicts.
• After that, the conductor (in exactly one step) repairs all of the hidden (invisible) conflicts, inserting always the "best" conflict repairing relation for each forbidden set. In this context "best" means a relation j i → between two forbidden set members for which the lag is maximal.
The result of the conflict repairing process will be a resource-feasible solution set, in which every movable activity can be shifted without affecting the resource feasibility.
It is well-known that the crucial point of conflict repairing model is the forbidden set computation. In the improved algorithm we replaced the "hidden conflict repairing thumb rule" with a pre-processing method to decrease the time requirement of the forbidden set computation and to speed up the problem solving process. The essence of the pre-processing step is very simple: In a cyclically repairable process, we select the incompatible activity pairs (triplets) which have exactly one conflict repairing relation and insert the precedence relations. The process is terminated when the relation set will be empty. The improved algorithm exploits the fact, that fixing the activity realization modes and the makespan remains some freedom to balance the resource profiles on the "repaired" local schedule set. The MILP is a modified and simplified version of the model developed by Alvares-Valdés and Tamarit [1] . Conflict repairing models are also presented by Láng [8] , Danka [5] , Eliezer and Levi [6] for different type of resource-constrained project scheduling model.
Computational results
In order to illustrate the effect of the improved algorithm, the multi-mode benchmark set J30MM of PSPLIB generated by Kolisch and Sprecher [7] was tested. In J30MM a project instance has 30 non-dummy activities that require two renewable and two non-renewable resources. Each of the real activities may be performed in one out of three modes. The set J30MM consists of 640 instances, but for some instances no feasible solution is exist, therefore these instances were excluded from consideration. The "state-of-the-art" MILP solver (CPLEX 12.1) was able to solve 389 instances to optimality within 900 sec time limit. The essence of the presented improved algorithm is shown for this subset of project instances. Concretely the project instance J30MM-14-5 is presented. Table 2 . Results of the J30MM-14-5 instance
In the case of J30MM-14-5 after the insert single repairing relations the number of forbidden sets which had to compute explicitly decreased to 3 and the number of repairing relations which had to compute explicitly decreased to 20, while without the pre-process steps these values were 17 and 122. Figure 6 shows the best resource-constrained schedule of J30MM-14-5 instance given by the improved algorithm. On Figure 7 the resource profile of the best schedule is shown after leveling.
Detailed computational results for case J30MM-14-5 with 30 independent runs, where sample size of 30 is a so called "small-sample" which can be used any "nonparametric" test to statistical correct (bias-free) comparison. Figure 7 . The resource profiles of the best schedule after leveling
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an improved harmony search metaheuristic for MRCPSP. In the original approach a simple, but efficient "rule of thumb" was applied to eliminate the hidden resource conflicts. In the improved algorithm this rule was replaced by a pre-processing step. In the cyclically repairable process, the incompatible activity pairs (triplets) are selected which have exactly one conflict repairing relation and insert the relation. When the relation set will be empty the process is finished. The improved algorithm exploits the fact that using a fast and effective solver a small MILP problem can be solved within reasonable time. In order to illustrate the essence and viability of the improved algorithm, we present computational results of J30MM instances of PSPLIB benchmark set.
